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We present a genetic interaction map of pairwise
measures including 40% of nonessential S. pombe
genes. By comparing interaction maps for fission
and budding yeast, we confirmed widespread con-
servation of genetic relationships within and between
complexes and pathways. However, we identified an
important subset of orthologous complexes that
have undergone functional ‘‘repurposing’’: the evolu-
tion of divergent functions and partnerships. We
validated three functional repurposing events in
S. pombe and mammalian cells and discovered that
(1) two lumenal sensors of misfolded ER proteins,
the kinase/nuclease Ire1 and the glucosyltransferase
Gpt1, act together to mount an ER stress response;
(2) ESCRT factors regulate spindle-pole-body dupli-
cation; and (3) a membrane-protein phosphatase
and kinase complex, the STRIPAK complex, bridges
the cis-Golgi, the centrosome, and the outer nuclear
membrane to direct mitotic progression. Each
discovery opens new areas of inquiry and—
together—have implications for model organism-
based research and the evolution of genetic systems.
INTRODUCTION
Understanding the relationships between gene products is
fundamental to biology. Measuring genetic interactions (GIs),
the extent to which the function of one gene depends on a
second, is an unbiased way of determining functional relation-
ships and has proven to be a powerful technique for discovering
gene function, grouping genes into complexes, and organizing
them into pathways (Tong et al., 2004; Schuldiner et al., 2005;Ooi et al., 2006; Roguev et al., 2008; Costanzo et al., 2010;
Horn et al., 2011). The development of high-density, quantitative
assays for GI mapping in the budding yeast S. cerevisiae (Sc)
led to numerous findings. For example, maps of endoplasmic
reticulum (ER) and mitochondrial genes led to the discovery of
the complex responsible for very-long-chain fatty-acid biosyn-
thesis (Denic and Weissman, 2007), identification of the GET
complex and other factors responsible for tail-anchored mem-
brane protein insertion (Schuldiner et al., 2008, 2005; Costanzo
et al., 2010; Jonikas et al., 2009), discovery of the SPOTS
complex as a regulator of sphingolipid homeostasis (Breslow
et al., 2010), and identification ofMitOS as a determinant of mito-
chondrial morphology (Hoppins et al., 2011). GI maps of other
pathways have led to a range of insights, including discovery
of novel mechanisms of epigenetic control (Collins et al., 2007;
Costanzo et al., 2010; Dai et al., 2008).
These discoveries speak to the power of GI analysis to group
genes into complexes and to chart connections between path-
ways independently of a priori knowledge. But how plastic are
genetic pathways over the course of evolution? In addition to
searching for novel factors and pathways in the fission yeast
Schizosaccharomyces pombe (Sp), we sought to determine
systematically the extent to which conserved genes have
adapted to serve in different roles with different partners. It is
a fundamental consequence of evolution that conserved genes
encode macromolecules with conserved biochemical proper-
ties. Yet gene-to-phenotype relationships are not as predictable.
For example, hypoxanthine-guanine phosphoribosyltransferase
(HGPRT) catalyzes purine monophosphate generation in every
organism, but mutations in yeast lead to abnormal mitochondrial
genome maintenance and cisplatin resistance (Kowalski et al.,
2008), whereas mutations in humans lead to the neuropsychi-
atric signs of Lesch-Nyhan syndrome. Developmental biologists
have noted that orthologous genes have been repurposed to
control the morphologies of distinct body parts in highly diver-
gent organisms (Niwa et al., 2010). Furthermore, point mutationsCell 149, 1339–1352, June 8, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc. 1339
Figure 1. Data Set Overview and Reproduc-
ibility Benchmarks
(A) Functional classification of genes in the map.
(B) Scatter plot comparing scores from reciprocal
crosses.
(C) Scatter plot of correlation coefficients between
genetic interaction (GI) profiles for query versus
array pairs of strains.
See Figures S1 and S2 for additional information
about how we generated our Sp GI map.in the active sites of metabolic enzymes can change substrate
specificity or electron transfer steps with profound phenotypic
consequences (e.g., IDH1/2, Dang et al., 2009). Finally, genetic
relationships have been reported to changemarkedly when cells
are challenged with a stress like DNA damage (Bandyopadhyay
et al., 2010).
Efforts to study functional repurposing have been limited by
a lack of global comparisons. Work in Sp nowmakes large-scale
comparisons to Sc possible. Fission yeasts diverged from
budding yeasts 500 million years ago, and their genomes
show no synteny (Rhind et al., 2011). Efforts to curate the
genomes of Sp and Sc have identified a shared subset of
4,450 apparent orthologs (Wood, 2006). In light of extensive
GI data generated in Sc, availability of a Sp deletion collection
(Kim, et al., 2010), high-throughput methods for generating Sp
double mutants (Roguev et al., 2007; Dixon et al., 2008), and
annotation of orthologous genes in these organisms, we saw a
unique opportunity to assess how often conserved genes
acquire new functions and partners over the course of evolution.
In addition to an evolutionary analysis, functional mapping in
Sp is valuable for discovering new cell biology. Investigators
from many disciplines have reported that certain aspects of Sp
are better models of metazoan biology. For example, they
possess (1) an RNAi pathway, (2) repetitive centromeres, (3)
G2/M cell-cycle control, (4) contractile ring-driven cytokinesis,
and (5) complex heterochromatin and splicing regulation (Saba-
tinos and Forsburg, 2010; Rhind et al., 2011). Some of these
processes have been studied extensively, whereas others have
received limited attention. We intended to characterize func-1340 Cell 149, 1339–1352, June 8, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc.tional repurposing through evolution
and to identify processes in which Sp
genetics can predict the properties of
mammalian cells.
We report that many genes displayed
conserved patterns of GI, and that core
complexes or modules displayed highly
correlated patterns of GI (Roguev et al.,
2008; Dixon et al., 2008). However, an
important subset of conserved genes
manifested divergent genetic relation-
ships. By comparing the functional pro-
files of annotated orthologs, we identified
genes that had acquired new partners
or were participating in different or addi-
tional pathways in Sp versus Sc. We
chose three disparate cases of diver-gence for detailed investigation. Our findings reveal organelle
homeostasis mechanisms and mitosis control factors. Consid-
ered together, our findings suggest applications for model
organism-based research and impact our view of evolution.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
S. pombe Genetic Interaction Map
We evaluated pairwise GIs for 1,297 alleles in G418-marked
‘‘array’’ strains crossed against 597 nourseothricin (NAT)-
marked ‘‘query’’ strains (Figure S1 available online). Strains
harboring 1,503 unique gene deletions and 64 unique hypomor-
phic (Degron-DAmP; Schuldiner et al., 2005; Breslow et al.,
2008) alleles of essential genes were used to generate 774,309
double mutants (expanding by 8-fold the number of GIs
measured in Sp; Figure 1A). Interaction scores were determined
by comparing the observed fitness of the double mutants with
the typical fitness determined empirically from the expected
penalty associated with each mutation (Figure S2) (Collins
et al., 2010). Our map consists of a matrix of GIs for 40% of
the nonessential genome. Each row and column corresponds
to the GI profile for one allele and is a phenotypic signature.
We sorted the rows and columns of the matrix using hierarchical
clustering such that neighbors have similar functional profiles.
The resulting map is modular: correlated genes cluster together
as a result of their shared GIs (Figure S3).
Multiple metrics for evaluating the data set argued for its
quality. First, biological triplicate measurements revealed that
the scores are reproducible (overall correlation of 0.78).
Second, the same triplicate sets measured 6–12 months later
remained highly correlated (0.72). We also assessed the
reproducibility of scores identified for reciprocal crosses: two
scores that derived from independent measurements in which
the antibiotic-resistance marker and the mating type of each
strain were swapped (query A 3 array B versus query B 3 array
A). Query strains and array strains have different histories and are
subjected to different storage and growth conditions during the
assay and consequently may have differences in fitness. Despite
these differences, the correlation of 0.65 for scores derived from
reciprocal crosses is comparable to the highest quality Sc
studies (Figure 1B) (Baryshnikova et al., 2010; Collins et al.,
2010; Hoppins et al., 2011). From the scorematrix, we computed
pairwise correlations for all pairs of alleles from cells of the same
mating type background and the reproducibility of the correla-
tions observed between profiles (Figure 1C). Irreproducible
correlations between profiles do occur as the majority of scores
are between unrelated genes, but the diagonal is enriched with
gene-to-gene correlations that are reproducible whether the
strains being compared are h or h+ pairs.
Our Sp map identified > 700 high-confidence gene-to-gene
correlations indicative of genes with related functions. Many of
these are internal validations because they are known to be
related (Figures 2A and S3). Among the most notable clusters
of genes, our analysis identified correctly the relationships
between factors involved in the contractile ring, glycosylation,
autophagy, retromer and ESCRT pathways, protein folding
and quality control, the peroxisome, the G2/M transition,
spindle and kinetochore assembly, lipid biosynthesis, hypoxia
responses, clathrin adaptors and SNARE complexes, prefoldin,
ubiquitin ligases and substrate adapters, mannosyltransferase
and N-acetyltransferase complexes, mitochondria import and
export, G protein-coupled receptor signaling, the Elongator
complex, mRNA splicing, histone deacetylases, and the relation-
ship between the alternative translocon and ER membrane
protein complex (Data S1 and S2; Figures 2A and S3).
How reliable are such pairwise correlations for identifying
bona fide functional partners? In addition to the reproducibility
within a single data set as shown in Figure 1C, the adoption of
high-throughput GI assays by multiple groups makes it possible
to compare inter-lab reproducibility. We compared the Sc
gene-to-gene correlations reported by Costanzo et al. with those
reported by Hoppins et al. from a shared subset of interactions
that overlapped partially with orthologous interactions sampled
in our Sp study (500 interaction scores per profile). Gene-to-
gene correlations that exceed 0.4 between labs or within a
data set (Figure 1C versus Figure 2B) are highly likely to be repro-
ducible, true positives that are robust to differences in data
collection or analysis.
Functional Conservation versus Functional
Repurposing
Using this same subset of orthologous interactions, we com-
pared the gene-to-gene correlations observed in our Sp data
set with those observed in Sc (Figure 2C). As reported (Roguev
et al., 2008; Dixon et al., 2008), there is widespread functional
conservation of gene-to-gene relationships. This is true espe-
cially for known complexes and pathways that appear to havedescended from the last common ancestor unmodified (green,
Table S1). However, our systematic view also revealed subsets
of genes whose correlations in Sc were not observed in Sp
and another subset whose correlations in Sp were not observed
inSc (Figures 2B–2D; Table S1).We considered these to be plau-
sible cases of functional repurposing: the adaption of conserved
factors to serve additional or different roles in one organism
versus the other (Figure 2E). We computed amino acid sequence
comparison-based statistics for each case of highly correlated
pairwise relationships conserved between Sp and Sc (green),
versus relationships that are correlated in Sc but not Sp (cyan)
or Sp but not Sc (red). Lower amino acid similarity did not corre-
late with repurposing (Figure 2D, left), but lower percentage
coverage (i.e., additional motifs or domains present in only one
of the orthologs) did correlate with apparent repurposing (Fig-
ure 2D, right). At the same time, these genes appear to be unique
descendants of the same ancestral gene and to have adapted
within the system of one organism versus the other to serve
alternative functions.
Another explanation for some cases of divergent genetic rela-
tionships is the relative degree of redundancy within a pathway.
For example, inSp there are only two genes of theGOLD-domain
family of COP-II coat components (SPAC17A5.08 and
SPBC16E9.09). InSc, there are three homologs of SPAC17A5.08
(ERP2, ERP3, and ERP4) and two homologs of SPBC16E9.09
(ERP5 and ERP6). SPAC17A5.08 and SPBC16E9.09 share
virtually all of the same interactions in Sp, whereas none of the
pairwise comparisons of ERP2/3/4 versus ERP5/6 profiles
shared significant overlap in Sc (Figure 2C). This is expected
but also highlights the value of Sp as a model eukaryote: it
contains few paralogs, and thus there is an increased probability
of detecting relationships between nonredundant factors (Aslett
and Wood, 2006). A third explanation for divergent genetic
correlations is simply that these organisms have different depen-
dencies on a given process under the conditions of the assay
(‘‘organismal emphasis’’). For example, autophagy genes were
identified in Sc, but this analysis derived from growth on rich
media where autophagy genes display few robust interactions
in Sc. In Sp, autophagy pathway genes displayed strong interac-
tions under the conditions used in our protocol (Data S1 and S2).
As we were interested in functional repurposing, we selected
three disparate cases of divergence that we could not explain
by environmental dependencies or redundancy (Figure 2D; Table
S1). The divergence was evident when comparing correlations
from the subset of interactions used for Figure 2 and was clear
when comparing the entire data sets. Each case represents
a distinct pathway: the unfolded protein response (UPR),
spindle-pole-body (SPB) duplication, and mitosis. The genes
involved have strong GIs and robust—but different—correlated
partners in Sc versus Sp. Validation assays in all cases indicated
that these genes have evolved different genetic relationships and
serve in new or additional roles in fission versus budding yeast.
The UPR Requires Gpt1 and Ire1
Ire1 is a conserved transmembrane kinase and nuclease that
serves as the central sensor for misfolding stress in the ER. In
Sc, Ire1 senses ER stress via its lumenal domains, leading to
oligomerization and activation of Ire1’s nuclease to catalyzeCell 149, 1339–1352, June 8, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc. 1341
Figure 2. Functional Conservation versus Functional Repurposing
(A) Distribution of correlation coefficients between GI profiles, with extreme cases of pairwise correlation and anticorrelation annotated as gene a - gene b.
(B) Scatter plot of correlation coefficients comparing Sc data reported by Hoppins et al. versus those of Costanzo et al. See Table S1 for a list of highly correlated
profiles and highly reproducible (green) correlation relationships.
(C) Scatter plot of correlation coefficients comparingGI profiles for Sp versus Sc. Highlighted examples of pairwise relationships that are correlated in Sp but not
Sc are listed below the scatter plot. Bold indicates functional relationships explored in this study. See Table S1 for additional examples of correlated pairwise
relationships conserved between Sp and Sc (green) and pairwise relationships that are correlated in Sc but not Sp (cyan) or Sp but not Sc (red).
(D) Amino acid sequence comparison-based statistics for Sp versus Sc orthologs highlighted in (B) and (C). Horizontal bars = median values. See Table S1 for
BLAST scores, E VALUEs, percent identities, and overlap.
(E) Functional repurposing: the functions of ancestral genes are unknown, but for the factors studied here, the apparent gene-to-gene and gene-to-phenotype
relationships in Sp are divergent from those in Sc.
For a global view of the Sp genetic interaction map, see Figure S3.the unconventional splicing and activation of Ire1’s direct
and only substrate —the transcription factor Hac1. Active
Hac1 then induces the UPR transcriptional program (Walter
and Ron, 2011). This pathway is conserved, though in meta-
zoans, the IRE1 ortholog has additional outputs and substrates.
For example, in addition to splicing the Hac1 ortholog XBP1,1342 Cell 149, 1339–1352, June 8, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc.metazoan IRE1 degrades ER-localized mRNAs (Hollien and
Weissman, 2006; Hollien et al., 2009) thereby decreasing the
ER-folding burden in a pathway termed regulated Ire1-depen-
dent decay (RIDD). Conservation of the UPR in fission yeast
remains unclear: Sp possesses Ire1 but does not possess an
apparent Hac1/XBP1 ortholog.
Figure 3. The UPR Depends on Gpt1/Cnx1 and Ire1
(A and B) Distribution of correlation coefficients for Sp Dire1 (A) compared with distribution of correlation coefficients for Sc DIRE1 (B) (when different, names for
Sc orthologs in gray text).
(C) Three-dimensional (3D) scatter plot forSp scores comparingDire1withDgpt1 on the x and y axes, respectively, and the calnexin ortholog cnx1-degron-DAmP
color-coded according to the inset scale.
(D) 3D scatter plot for Sc scores comparing DIRE1 with DHAC1 on the x and y axes, respectively, and the nonessential calnexin ortholog DCNE1 color-coded
according to the inset scale.
(E) Fold induction of normalized bip1 mRNA levels by qPCR in ER stress-inducing conditions. Each bar is the mean of three biological and three technical
replicates per strain per condition.
(F) Fold induction of GFP/RFP ratios in cells harboring a reporter system in which a Hac1p-responsive promoter drives green fluorescent protein corrected for
nonspecific expression changes by comparing GFP to coexpressed RFP from a constitutive (TEF2) promoter (Jonikas et al., 2009). Error bars represent standard
deviation (SD).
(G) Growth sensitivity of the indicated Sp strains to 20 mM DTT or 2.5 mg/ml tunicamycin.In Sc, the functional relationship between IRE1 and HAC1 is
among the most compelling cases of an unbranched, linear
pathway. Accordingly, the GI profiles for IRE1 and HAC1 are
highly correlated (Figure 3B). The correlation between thesegenes in Sc reflects their shared aggravating interactions with
genes involved in lipid biosynthesis, protein folding, glycosyla-
tion, and quality control—indicating that budding yeast are
dependent equally on both genes to survive ER stressCell 149, 1339–1352, June 8, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc. 1343
(Figure 3D). The profile for ire1 in Sp revealed many of the same
aggravating interactions (Figure 3C). Consistent with these GIs
and ire1’s presumed role in inducing the UPR, Dire1 cells are
sensitive to the ER protein-folding stressors DTT and tunicamy-
cin (Figures 3C, 3E, and 3G). However, instead of a transcription
factor like Hac1, ire1’s most highly correlated partners in Sp
were the UDP-glucose-glycoprotein glucosyltransferase (UGT)
(gpt1) and a calnexin ortholog (cnx1) (Figures 3A and 3C).
This is a remarkable and unexpected finding, as in Sp and
mammalian cells, Gpt1 and Cnx1 are core components of a
lectin-chaperone system for glycoprotein folding (Ellgaard and
Helenius, 2003). Misfolded proteins are recognized by Gpt1,
which then appends terminal glucose residues to the core oligo-
saccaharide. The calnexin ortholog Cnx1 recognizes the terminal
glucose modification made by Gpt1 and binds to glucosylated
substrates to facilitate folding (Sousa and Parodi, 1995;
Fanchiotti et al., 1998). The strength and reproducibility of the
correlations between ire1, gpt1, and cnx1 were among the
most robust relationships in the entire Sp data set (Figures 2A
and 3A). In Sc, the putative UGT is the essential enzyme KRE5.
TheGI profiles for temperature-sensitive and -constitutive hypo-
morphic alleles of this enzyme are consistent with its enzymatic
role—including significant correlations with CWH41 and the
calnexin ortholog CNE1—but neither its profile nor CNE1’s
show strong similarity to the profiles for IRE1 or HAC1.
The correlations between gpt1, cnx1, and ire1 in Sp imply a
fundamental functional connection between these distinct
sensors of misfolding—a connection that despite extensive
studies was not apparent in Sc. We probed this putative
functional connection by challenging Dire1, Dgpt1, cnx1-
Degron-DAmP single- and double-mutant cells with DTT and
tunicamycin, drugs that specifically disrupt ER protein folding.
As predicted by their overlapping genetic signatures, Dire1 and
Dgpt1 cells have the same sensitivities and transcriptional UPR
defects, whereas the double-mutant phenotypes are no stronger
than the single-mutant phenotypes (Figures 3E and 3G). By
contrast, budding yeast DCNE1 cells display robust Ire1-depen-
dent activation of Hac1 (Figure 3F). Moreover, KRE5 hypomor-
phic cells are insensitive to DTT and tunicamycin (Breslow
et al., 2008). Finally, KRE5 hypomorphs display no GI with
IRE1 or HAC1 (Costanzo et al., 2010). These results imply that,
in comparison with Sc, the conserved enzymes Gpt1 and Ire1
have been repurposed. The unanticipated connection between
these stress sensors raises many questions about how mis-
folded proteins are sensed and how stress signals are trans-
duced into differential outputs (e.g., transcription factor splicing
or RIDD) in fission yeast and mammalian cells.
ESCRT-III and Vps4 Proteins Regulate SPB Duplication
Studies in Sc led to the discovery and characterization of the
endosomal sorting complex required for transport (ESCRT)
genes in endosomal maturation (Hurley and Emr, 2006). Subse-
quent work in mammals confirmed the role of ESCRTs in multi-
vesicular body formation but also revealed that ESCRTs act as
membrane fission factors during enveloped virus budding (Rai-
borg and Stenmark, 2009; von Schwedler et al., 2003). Further
work in archaea (Samson et al., 2008; Linda˚s et al., 2008) and
in mammalian cells demonstrated that ESCRTs mediate the final1344 Cell 149, 1339–1352, June 8, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc.abscission step of cytokinesis (Carlton and Martin-Serrano,
2007; Morita et al., 2007). Finally, depletion of ESCRT-III and
VPS4 proteins was reported to producemultipolar spindles, sug-
gesting that these factors are required for centrosome dynamics
(Morita et al., 2010). The centrosomal defects in cells depleted of
ESCRT-III/VPS4 were profound: up to 80% of depleted HeLa
cells exhibit five or more centrosomes during the first mitosis
after siRNA treatment. Thus ESCRT genes serve in a diversity
of cellular pathways, but this diversity was not apparent in
pioneering Sc studies.
TheGI profiles between ESCRTs and the rest of the endolyso-
somal system were among the most robust in our study. In
addition to the expected interactions, vps32, vps24, and vps4
also displayed significant albeit weaker degrees of correlation
with two nuclear membrane proteins, apq12 and brr6, which
are determinants of SPB duplication (Figure 4A) (Tamm et al.,
2011). In fungi, the SPB has a bulky cytoplasmic microtubule-
organizing center (MTOC) that is separated from the nuclear
MTOC by the nuclear envelope (NE). Duplication of the cyto-
plasmic MTOC precedes insertion of the structure into the
nuclear membrane (Jaspersen and Winey, 2004). Brr6 and
Apq12 are recruited to SPBs and are required for SPB insertion
and NE integrity during SPB insertion (Tamm et al., 2011). In Sp,
apq12 and brr6 are most correlated with each other. In addition,
they display moderate correlations with components of the
TACC/TOG complex (alp7/alp14), which regulates spindle
formation (Sato and Toda, 2007), the NIMA kinase (fin1), which
regulates SPB duplication (Grallert et al., 2004), core SPB
components (cut11 and cut12) (West et al., 1998; Tallada
et al., 2009), and—unlike Sc—the ESCRTs vps4, vps32, and
vps24 (Figures 4A and 4B).
The correlation between brr6/apq12 and late ESCRTs reflects
their shared aggravating interactions with nuclear membrane
proteins implicated in SPB duplication, nuclear morphology,
and pore biogenesis (SPAC23C4.05c, pom34, nup97, ima1,
nem1/spo7 complex, Figure 4C). These genes also share
moderate aggravating interactions with regulators of mitosis,
spindle formation, and kintechore components (mis17, mis15,
mde4, rad26, and cut8, Figure 4C). By contrast, APQ12 and
VPS4 are uncorrelated in Sc (Figures 4B and 4D). The few shared
synthetic sick interactions include the Swr1 nucleosome-remod-
eling complex, which shows synthetic interactions with many
functionally unrelated genes (Figure 4D). With the exception of
POM152, interactions with genes implicated in the SPB, nuclear
pore, spindle, or kinetochorewere not observed inSc (Figure 4D).
These GI profiles suggested that, despite the extensive differ-
ences between yeast SPBs and mammalian centrosomes,
ESCRTs in Sp serve in an analogous role during the duplication
of MTOCs (Morita et al., 2010). This possibility is also suggested
by the report that deletion of the Sp ESCRT-II subunit dot2 leads
to overamplification of SPBs inmeiosis (Jin et al., 2005).We used
an integrated, constitutive marker of the SPB, Cut12-CFP, to
examine mitotic SPB phenotypes directly in ESCRT mutants
(Toya et al., 2007). As predicted, both Dvps4 and Dvps32 cells
displayed an overamplification of Cut12-CFP-labeled structures
(Figure 4E). Of these,Dvps4 led to themore penetrant phenotype
and was associated with large cytoplasmic bodies (Figure 4E).
We also noted that for both Dvps4 and Dvps32, the severity
Figure 4. ESCRT-III Proteins and Vps4 Regulate SPB Duplication
(A and B) Distribution of correlation coefficients for Sp apq12 (A) compared with distribution of correlation coefficients for Sc APQ12 (B) (when different, names for
Sc orthologs shown in gray text).
(C) Scatter plot of mean scores for Sp apq12 and brr6 versus mean scores for vps32, vps24, and vps4. The following Sc orthologs have different names:
SPAC23C4.05c = MSC1, mik1 = SWE1, rad26 = LCD1, mis15 = CHL4, mde4 = LRS4, cut8 = STS1, kap111 = KAP122, nup97 = NIC96, and mph1 = MPS1.
(D) Scatter plot of mean scores for Sc APQ12 versus VPS4.
(E and F) DIC and fluorescence micrographs of the indicated cells expressing constitutive SPB markers (Cut12-CFP in Sp, Spc42p-GFP in Sc). For the frag-
mentation/duplication phenotypes observed in Sp, the percent penetrance ± SD is noted. In addition to Spc42p, outer plaque (Cnm67p-GFP), inner plaque
(Spc110p-GFP), and gamma-tubulin (Tub4p-GFP) marked strains were scored (see Figure S4).and penetrance of the phenotype decreased over time, perhaps
explaining why this phenotype was only observed in Ddot2 cells
during meiotic divisions.
We next explored in detail the possibility that ESCRT factors
regulate SPB dynamics in Sc. We examined four different SPB
proteins: the core component Spc42p, outer plaque (Cnm67p-
GFP) and inner plaque (Spc110p-GFP) components, and
gamma-tubulin (Tub4p-GFP) (Figures 4F and S4); however, wewere unable to observe any indication of SPB duplication or
fragmentation errors. Thus, both the global GI analysis and
focused studies indicate that the role of the ESCRTs in regulating
SPB duplication represents a novel activity not seen in Sc. In
addition to identifying another example of functional repurpos-
ing, these studies indicate that fission yeast will become an
important model for further study of ESCRT factors and their
role at centrosomes.Cell 149, 1339–1352, June 8, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc. 1345
The FAR Complex Regulates Mitosis in Fission Yeast
In Sc, mating pheromones initiate signaling cascades that lead
to cell-cycle arrest (Elion, 2000). Multiple genes implicated in
this phenomenon have been named FAR (factor arrest) genes,
including a six-member complex composed of FAR3, FAR7,
FAR8, FAR9/VPS64, FAR10, and FAR11. Initial characterizations
indicated that mutation of this complex did not prevent phero-
mone-induced cell-cycle arrest but rather premature resumption
of budding (Kemp and Sprague, 2003). Sc studies have found
that the functional profiles of the FAR complex correlate with
one another and other factors (Figure 5B) (Hoppins et al., 2011;
Costanzo et al., 2010). Among the most salient, a moderate
degree of correlation between the FAR complex and protein
phosphatase type 2A (PP2A, PPG1 subunit) and notable anticor-
relation with a well-characterized factor arrest gene, FAR1,were
observed (Figure 5B). The shared interactions between compo-
nents of the FAR complex include the TORC2 kinase complex,
lipid synthesis, and ERMES complex genes (Figure 5D). These
finding are consistent with the idea that the FAR complex regu-
lates PP2A but suggest it has pleiotropic roles.
The FAR complex is an intriguing candidate for functional re-
purposing in that some of its constituents are unique to budding
yeast. FAR3 and FAR7 are only found in a restricted set of
budding yeasts (Figure S5) with no apparent orthologs in meta-
zoa orSp.Recently, an immunoprecipitation/mass spectrometry
(IP-MS) study of human PP2A complexes identified a homolo-
gous complex: the striatin-interacting phosphatase and kinase
(STRIPAK) complex (Goudreault et al., 2009). STRIPAK contains
the PP2A catalytic (PP2Ac) and scaffolding (PP2A A) subunits,
the striatins (FAR8 homologs that possess PP2A regulatory B00 0
domains), the transmembrane striatin-interacting proteins
(STRIP1 and STRIP2, FAR11 homologs), and the tail-anchored
membrane protein sarcolemmal membrane-associated protein
(SLMAP, a FAR10 homolog).
In addition to the above, STRIPAK contains a homolog of the
yeast protein Mob1 (Moreno et al., 2001; Goudreault et al.,
2009)—named MOBKL3 in human cells—that is a critical
component of the septation initiation network (SIN) in fission
yeast (McCollum and Gould, 2001). Multiple Mob1 homologs
exist in mammals, and their function as kinase activators
appears to be conserved (Hergovich et al., 2006). STRIPAK
assemblies also contain Ste20-family kinases (Goudreault
et al., 2009). The absence of FAR3 and FAR7 from Sp and
metazoa and the presence of additional proteins not found in
the Sc complex suggest that the cellular roles of STRIPAK
complexes have ramified. Recent studies have identified
STRIPAK as a regulator of the Hippo pathway (Ribeiro et al.,
2010), as a modulator of Ras-MAPK signaling (Horn et al.,
2011), and as a regulator of SIN in Sp (Singh et al., 2011).
The GI profiles for Sp far8 (SPBC1773.01), far10
(SPBC3H7.13), and far11 (SPBC27B12.04c) are correlated with
each other and—in contrast to Sc—with multiple genes involved
in cytokinesis and mitosis, including components of the actomy-
osin contractile ring (rlc1, cam2, fic1, rga8, imp2, ccd15, pxl1,
rga7, myp2), the CDC14 ortholog clp1, the kinase pck1, and
Golgi proteins zrg17, cis4, and SPCC613.03 (Figure 5A). This
pattern suggested that the FAR complex plays a role in mitosis
control in Sp. The correlations between FAR complex genes in1346 Cell 149, 1339–1352, June 8, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc.Sp reflect strong aggravating interactions with a PP2A regulatory
subunit (par1) and aggravating interactions with the mitotic exit
phosphatase (clp1 /CDC14), core components of the contractile
ring, and the catalytic PP2Asubunit (SPAC22H10.04) (Figure 5C).
Shared alleviating interactions include interactions between
different FAR subunits, a spindle attachment factor (mad1),
and a phosphatase (stp1) implicated in the G2/M transition
(Figure 5C).
These relationships suggest that the FAR complex regulates
PP2A-mediated mitotic transitions. Moreover, the strong aggra-
vating interaction between FAR complex genes and par1
suggests that the regulatory specificity conferred on PP2A by
the FAR complex can be compensated for in Sp by this alterna-
tive B subunit. Single mutants of far8, far10, and far11 do not
have striking phenotypes, as assayed by flow cytometry for
size and DNA content or by DIC imaging (Figure 5E). However,
as predicted by theirGIs, double mutants of FAR complex genes
with genes functioning in mitotic signaling, cytokinesis, or
abscission have profound phenotypes. Double mutations with
the type II myosin heavy chain myp2, an AAA ATPase we have
named ATPase-like fidgetin-1 (alf1), and the CDC14-related
protein phosphatase clp1 have abnormal morphologies and
enhanced ploidy as measured by flow cytometry and DIC
microscopy (Figure 5E). The aggravating interactions seen in
Sp were not observed in Sc. DFAR8 and DFAR10 cells do not
have cell-cycle defects, and double mutants with a ts allele of
CDC14 have the same maximum permissive temperature as
the single mutant CDC14-3 (32C). After 2 hr at 32C, single-
mutant CDC14-3 cells manifest clear shifts in ploidy and
bud hyperelongation. Double-mutant DFAR8/CDC14-3 and
DFAR10/CDC14-3 cells are indistinguishable from CDC14-3
single mutants (Figure 5E). Thus, as indicated by the systematic
GI data, the role of the FAR complex in directing late mitotic
events is not found in Sc.
STRIPAK Signaling Complexes Bridge the Golgi, the
Centrosome, and the Nuclear Membrane
We sought to determine whether the gene-to-phenotype rela-
tionships observed for the Sp FAR complex were predictive of
human STRIPAK complexes. The mitocheck consortium re-
ported that silencing of STRN (Far8) resulted in binuclear cells
and cell death (Neumann et al., 2010). We found that siRNA-
mediated depletions of core STRIPAK components, including
STRN3 (Far8) and STRIP1 (Far11), in HeLa cells resulted in
strong shifts from 2C to 4C DNA content (Figure 6A). Microscopy
of silenced cells corroborated the increase in DNA content and
revealed a range from binuclear to horseshoe- and torus-shaped
nuclei or fragmented nuclear remnants. Most remarkable, we
often observed that centrosomes and intact Golgi stacks were
found within the cavity of horseshoe- or torus-shaped nuclei
(Figures 6C, S6B, and S6C).
Given that STRIPs (Far11) and SLMAP (Far10) are membrane
proteins and depletion of STRN3 or STRIP1 led to Golgi ribbons
surrounded by dysmorphic nuclei, we sought to determine in
which organelle this complex resides. We generated HeLa lines
expressing STRN3-eGFP and STRIP1-eGFP from single-copy
bacterial artificial chromosomes (Poser et al., 2008) under
control of native promoters and untranslated sequences.
Figure 5. the FAR Complex Regulates the Cell Cycle in Fission Yeast
(A and B) Distribution of correlation coefficients for Sp far8 (A) compared with distribution of correlation coefficients for Sc FAR8 (B) (when different, names for Sc
orthologs shown in gray text).
(C and D) Distribution of aggravating and alleviating GIs shared by the FAR complex genes in (C) Sp and (D) Sc.
(E) Flow cytometry analysis showing forward scatter (FSC, top panel) and DNA content histograms (PI, bottom panel) for wild-type (black) and mutant cells (red).
Traces represent mean values from triplicate experiments next to corresponding DIC images of representative cells. Bars, 3 mm. See Figure S5 for phylogenetic
analysis of Far3p and Far7p.
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Figure 6. STRIPs and Striatins Form a Golgi Complex that Regulates Mitosis
(A and B) Flow cytometry analysis showing DNA content histograms of HeLa cells treated with control siRNA targeting luciferase (black) or siRNAs to deplete
STRIPAK complex subunits (red). HeLa cell depletions reveal multinucleate cells and fragmented nuclei.
(C) HeLa cell depleted of STRIP1 (Far11) for 48 hr. Fluorescence staining shows centrosomes (red), Golgi (green), and nuclei (blue).
(D) HeLa cells harboring bacterial artificial chromosomes for eGFP-tagged STRN3 (Far8) or STRIP1 (Far11), demonstrating Golgi-like morphology and coloc-
alization with the Golgi-resident protein GIANTIN (red). See Figure S6 for additional colocalizations after siRNA depletion.
(E) Volcano plot representation of STRN3-interacting proteins. For each protein identified by IP-MS, the ratio of the intensities in the STRN3 IPs over the control
was calculated and plotted against the p value of a t test calculated from triplicates. The red curve is a cutoff calculated from false discovery rate estimation.Colocalization microscopy indicated that these proteins exist in
the Golgi (Figure 6D). To evaluate the functionality of the tagged
proteins, we purified them for analysis by mass spectrometry
and recovered the STRIPAK constituents reported previously,
including SLMAP, indicating that the Golgi-localized GFP fusion
proteins form functional complexes (Figure 6E).
Despite the copurification of SLMAP with striatin and STRIP
proteins, siRNA deletion of SLMAP produced a different pheno-1348 Cell 149, 1339–1352, June 8, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc.type, and SLMAP did not localize to the Golgi (Figures 7 and S6).
Depletion of SLMAP produced a subtle increase in 4C DNA and
S phase cells, whereas microscopy revealed a significant
increase in the number of pericentrin foci observed in interphase
cells (Figures 7A and 7C). This suggests that SLMAP serves as
a physical and signaling connection between the Golgi and
centrosomes and is important for SPB duplication or spindle
assembly. Early studies of SLMAP truncations revealed that it
Figure 7. STRIPAK Signaling Complexes Bridge the NE, Centrosomes, and Golgi
(A and B) Flow cytometry analysis showing DNA content histograms of HeLa cells treated with control siRNA targeting luciferase (black) or siRNAs to deplete
SLMAP (Far10) or MOBKL3 (Mob1). HeLa cells were depleted of the designated proteins and labled for immunofluorescence. See Figure S6 for additional images
of siMOBKL3 phenotypes.
(C) Fraction of interphase cells with abnormal numbers of pericentrin foci following siRNA treatment. Errors bars represent standard error of the mean (SEM).
(D and E) HeLa cells transiently expressing mCherry-SLMAP and labeled for immunofluorescence. See Figure S6 for the lack of colocalization betweenmCherry-
SLMAP and the Golgi.
(F) Domain architecture of the FAR/STRIPAK components.
(G) STRIPAK model: striatin and STRIPs reside at the Golgi. Striatins serve as regulatory B00 0 subunits of a PP2A trimer. Striatin/STRIP recruit MOBKL3. STRIPs
interact with SLMAP in the outer nuclear membrane, bridging the Golgi, the centrosome, and the NE. These interactions are likely restricted to specific cell-cycle
phases, and the interaction between SLMAP and centrosomes predominates during mitosis. Disruption of STRIPAK leads to diverse failures during mitosis:
including centrosome duplication errors, spindle assembly errors, and cytokinesis failure. For related data, see Figure S6.can localize to centrosomes via the FHA domain, and that over-
expression of SLMAP truncations induces mitotic arrest (Guzzo
et al., 2004). C-terminal truncations of SLMAP localized to
centrosomes—however, the tail-anchored and full-length
membrane protein tagged at the N terminus localized to the
outer NE during interphase (Figure 7D). During mitosis, full-
length SLMAP localized clearly to centrosomes and the
membranous material surrounding the mitotic spindle after NE
breakdown (Figure 7E).
The presence of the striatins and STRIPs in theGolgi, the pres-
ence of SLMAP in the outer NE, the association between SLMAPand centrosomes, and the copurification of MOBKL3 and
PP2A with the complex are important clues to one function of
the STRIPAK complex in human cells. Mob1-like proteins acti-
vate mitotic kinases after being recruited to the spindle poles
(Wurzenberger and Gerlich, 2011). Disruption of these signals
results in mitotic failures in yeast. Accordingly, when we
depleted MOBKL3 in HeLa cells, we observed nearly universal
spindle failures followed by cell death (Figures 7B and S6D). Inte-
grating these observations, we propose that human STRIPAK
complexes serve to direct mitotic signaling events (Figure 7G).
STRIPAK complexes appear positioned to regulate the activityCell 149, 1339–1352, June 8, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc. 1349
of Mob/kinase complexes and to form a unique PP2A holoen-
zyme directed toward mitotic substrates. Furthermore, the fact
that two components of this complex reside in the Golgi and
a third resides in the outer NE suggests that STRIPAK complexes
participate in the tethering of centrosomes to the Golgi, centro-
some duplication signaling, Golgi fragmentation at the G2/M
transition, or targeting Golgi fragments to spindle poles during
mitosis (Figure 7G). Given the increasing evidence that the Golgi
and spindles have functional interactions throughout the cell
cycle (Su¨tterlin and Colanzi, 2010), our observations suggest
that the STRIPAK complex mediates communication between
these organelles. The functional repurposing of the STRIPAK
complex in Sc, in contrast to the distinctly different complex
formed in Sp and mammals, correlates with the evolution of
major differences between these organisms in cytokinesis,
cell-cycle phasing, and Golgi morphology.Perpsective
JacquesMonod’s expression of biological unity, ‘‘Anything found
to be true of E. coli must also be true of elephants,’’ can be
answered with a nuanced view in light of the dramatic increase
in functional genomic information.Weanalyzedgenesconserved
in budding yeast, fission yeast, and mammals with a focus on
functional divergence. In an important subset of genes, we found
evidence of functional repurposing: the use of conserved
machines in different pathways with different inputs or outputs.
Monod’s reductionist view describes the depth of conservation
between structure and function: folds and key residues confer
durable properties through evolution. Protein complexes tend
to be conserved but not as deeply as structure, whereas connec-
tions between complexes or pathways can be quite plastic.
The unique opportunity to conduct a functional comparison
between two divergent eukaryotes with comprehensive ortholog
mapping provided us with an unparalleled view of repurposing.
Having this view enabled us to document an unanticipated
degree of malleability in function and functional connections.
Our Spmap led to several mechanistic insights that are relevant
to understandingmammalian cells. It also yielded a rich resource
for other investigators as we have described only a fraction of the
connections in our data. To aid these efforts, we have appended
two files (Data S1 and S2) and created a website for the commu-
nity to navigate this data set (http://yeastquantitativegenetics.
ucsf.edu:8000/DataBrowser.html). Future studies will enhance
our understanding of which components and connections are
invariant across evolution versus those that are adaptable.
Moreover, it should be possible to connect repurposing events
to changes in cellular physiology (e.g., switching from fission to
budding cell division). Such insights may prove to be useful in
medicine in that malignancy and infection are both problems
of rapid evolution. Our ability to design ‘‘conditionally lethal’’
therapies will also depend on understanding which functional
relationships can be repurposed.EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Strains and Genetic Crosses
Array G418-resistant haploid single-deletion mutants were isogenic to SP286
(h+ ade6-M210;ura4-D18;leu1-32) selected from the BIONEER collection1350 Cell 149, 1339–1352, June 8, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc.(Kim et al., 2010). The nourseothricin-resistant h query strains were made
in the PEM2 strain (Roguev et al., 2007). Targeting cassettes were built using
a two-step, fusion PCR protocol in which long (3 kb) cassettes were ampli-
fied after annealing mediated by nonpalindromic and unique GC-rich overlap-
ping sequences (Figure S1). Integration of the resistance markers into the
target locus was verified by PCR. Query strains harboring constitutive hypo-
morphic Degron-DAmP alleles were made via the same strategy, except a
degron sequence (Ravid and Hochstrasser, 2008) was fused in place of the
stop codon, followed by a selectable maker in place of the 30 untranslated
region (UTR). Mating, selection, and propagation of the double mutants
were carried on a Singer RoToR pinning robot using the PEM2 procedure
(Roguev et al., 2008, 2007). For directed assays in Sc, single and double muta-
tions were generated in W303 diploids followed by sporulation and tetrad
dissection.
Genetic Interaction Score Acquisition and Analysis
Double-mutant plates were scanned on a flat-bed scanner (EPSON PhotoPer-
fection 350, Figure S2), and integrated colony intensities were extracted using
a custom algorithm (scripts available upon request) executed in MATLAB (The
Mathworks, Natcik, MA, USA). Fitness analysis was performed by a strategy
modified from Collins et al. (2010), including normalization of plate-surface
artifacts, row/column normalization artifacts, and batch artifacts. Linkage
biases due to the reduced frequency of recombination between linked loci
(manifested by a reduced number of spores and a spurious negative score)
were used to identify contaminated or misannotated strains (Figure S2D).
See the Extended Experimental Procedures for a full description of the
materials and methods.
SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
Supplemental Information includes Extended Experimental Procedures, six
figures, one table, and two data sets and can be found with this article online
at doi:10.1016/j.cell.2012.04.028.
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